Euroaspirations
We read with interest the recent article of Papadopoulos et al.1 The Euro was accepted with remarkable alacrity by the peoples of the eurozone. The franc, mark, guilder, lira, and other currencies were effectively replaced within one week in February 2002. The euro changeover was effective, efficient, and essentially painless. The currency has prospered with 20% growth since its introduction and is now worth approximately 70 pence sterling and one US dollar 15 cents.

In the first few months of the euro, we too noticed several children presenting to our emergency department having decided to see how well the euro went down. These were children in the oral exploratory ages of 1–3 years. As a consequence and for guidance to our emergency department colleagues, a “eurometer” was made (fig 1). Some of the euro coins are small and some ended up in the upper airway, the oesophagus, and the stomachs of toddlers and preschool children (fig 2). We have seen 22 such patients in first eight months of this year. A few euroretrivals were required.

The UK’s euro debate sees the euro as a threat to the national pound. Has anyone else considered the euroaspiration? “Should the UK stay in or out of the euro?” ask the headlines? Sweden plunged into controversy when it consulted its people in a euro referendum. Denmark is sitting on the fence. The UK is discussing and dallying on the issue.

All accident and emergency departments in the eurozone ought to be cognisant of the potential of the 1 cent coin to lodge in the oesophagus or sit in the upper airway. The differential diagnosis of any toddler with acute upper airway obstruction should, in the oesophagus, include eurometer.

We, like Dr Papadopoulos and colleagues, warn that if one aspires to euroconvert, one must accept euroaspirations.

D G Gill, S Ryan
Children’s University Hospital, Temple Street, Dublin 1, Ireland; gill@iol.ie
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Thrombocytopenia is predictive of lethality in severe childhood falciparum malaria

Moulin and others reported that thrombocytopenia was not a marker of severity in children suffering falciparum malaria. In a previously published study,2 we have shown a highly significant association between thrombocytopenia and either severity or prognosis in childhood falciparum malaria. To our knowledge, this association had not been noted3 or looked for before.

Our study took place from October 1997 to March 1999, in the paediatric department of the Hopital Principal in Dakar, Senegal, where clinical presentation, WHO criteria of severe malaria, and platelet count were prospectively recorded. Of 288 falciparum cases, 215 matched the 2000 WHO definition of severe malaria. Median platelet counts were lower (98 000/mm³ versus 139 000/mm³; p < 0.02) among severe cases than in mild cases, and in children who died (n = 26) than among those who recovered (68 500/mm³ versus 109 000/mm³; p < 0.002). In severe cases, children presenting with a platelet count <100 000/mm³ were more likely to die (20%, 22/110) than those with higher platelet count (3.8%, 4/105; odds ratio (OR) 6.31, 95% confidence interval (CI) 2.0 to 26.0; p < 0.0003). Moreover, multivariate analysis identified thrombocytopenia as an independent predictor of death (OR 13.3, 95% CI 3.2 to 55.1; p < 0.0001)—that is, when the effect of cerebral malaria, respiratory distress syndrome, severe anaemia, and other severe malaria criteria was taken into account.

The absence of an association between thrombocytopenia and clinical malaria severity in the samples studied by Moulin and others does not prove its non-existence. Moreover, their study suffers from several limitations that may explain the discrepancy between their and our conclusions. First, they have observed only four deaths among 234 malaria cases. Their survey was consequently powerless to establish any association between thrombocytopenia and lethality. The low level of lethality among severe cases (3.5%, 4/112) also suggests that clinical presentations observed in the Moulin et al study were less life threatening than in ours, even if 69 of their severe cases have been admitted in the same paediatric department where our study was conducted previously. It is well established that the case fatality rate varies according to clinical presentation1 and definition of severe falciparum malaria criteria.2 Thus any analysis of prognostic factors of malaria lethality must take into account the composition of the sampled cases in terms of clinical presentations, for example, analysing the different syndromes separately. In our study, the association between thrombocytopenia and lethality was significant among children with cerebral malaria or respiratory distress but not among children only presenting with severe anaemia, convulsions, or hypoglycaemia. It is possible that the composition of the severe cases sampled by Moulin and others may have confused the association.

Furthermore, the exposure of children to malaria may be not so different between the samples studied by Moulin and others. In large areas of Dakar, the level of transmission has been very low, less than one infective mosquito/10 years. It is thus likely that a significant proportion of the children from Dakar, and to a less extent from Libreville, had never been infected by Plasmodium falciparum. Without reliable information about the exact location of their habitat, it is inappropriate to estimate their level of previous exposure to malaria in urban areas where the level of transmission is heterogeneous.

Finally, it must be stressed that in the studies of prognostic factors of lethality, the occurrence of death rather than substitute variables, for example, severe malaria criteria, is the variable of interest. Among children suffering severe falciparum malaria, thrombocytopenia (<100 000/mm³) should be considered as predictive of a fatal outcome, especially in those with cerebral malaria or respiratory distress.4
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Judged by our legacy

Current global health strategies focus on important issues in child health, such as the eradication of polio by 2005 and the drastic reduction of child mortality by the year 2010. These short term goals are essential to provide the necessary political focus and public health impetus. However, the ultimate success of our current health initiatives will be measured by their ability to provide sustained health to present and future generations.

At the beginning of the third millennium we celebrated the tremendous strides that health care has taken in the past century, while rightfully reflecting on current global inequities in access to health care. Reflection also emphasises the unequalled human impact exerted on our planet in the 20th century and the environmental responsibility that faces health care providers in the 21st century.

As paediatricians we need to provide an articulate voice for all the children of our planet, both for current and future generations. Current initiatives stir more emotion and elicit more political commitment, but these short term goals are essential to reduce the majority have suboptimal methodology or insensitive outcome measures. Infant pulmonary function studies are usually performed at a time the child is asymptomatic due to concerns of sedating ill patients, reducing the opportunity to measure a response. Due to the protocol design of our study, subjects could only have pulmonary function measured during a two week period and thus, although not acute unwell on the day of testing, may have had a recent exacerbation or upper respiratory tract infection with persistent changes of airway obstruction. This may have allowed us to measure this response, although this was not apparent without the use of an appropriate reference standard.

Post hoc subgroup analysis of this kind should always be interpreted with caution. An alternative explanation for these findings could be regression towards the mean, with those with worst baseline function becoming more “normal”. While this data involves only small numbers and no control group, it does indicate a possible benefit of salbutamol in infants with demonstrable airway obstruction at the time of testing, and invites further studies using appropriate techniques and reference standards.
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The use of insulin pumps improves the metabolic control in children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes
We greatly appreciated the article by Torrance and colleagues’ about the use of insulin pumps and we agree with their conclusion that the benefits of continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) outweigh the disadvantages. Our three year experience with CSII at the Juvenile Diabetes Regional Centre of Tuscany has shown that not only does this form of insulin administration enhance the compliance in children and teenagers with type 1 diabetes (T1DM), but it also represents an effective way to improve the metabolic control of our patients.

We studied the entire group of 34 (16 males, 18 females) T1DM patients aged up to 18 years followed at our centre, who in the period from January 2000 to November 2002 started CSII therapy. We continued it for at least one year without interruption. At the time of starting the pump the mean age was 14.4 years (range 9–17.8) and the mean duration of diabetes was 6.2 years (range 0.6–15.8). We found that the mean HbA1c values of the group decreased from 8.35% (SD 1.08) at the beginning of the treatment.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changes in pulmonary function following salbutamol in infants grouped by baseline ( V'_{\text{maxFRC}} ) Z score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Z score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean change (SD) in ( V'_{\text{maxFRC}} ) (mL/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean change (SD) in ( V'_{\text{maxFRC}} ) Z score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean % change (SD) from baseline ( V'_{\text{maxFRC}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( *p < 0.05, \) \( **p < 0.005 \)

### Figure 1

Percentage change in \( V'_{\text{maxFRC}} \) after 400 \( \mu g \) salbutamol in recurrently wheezy infants grouped by baseline \( V'_{\text{maxFRC}} \) Z score.
with CSII, to 7.81% (SD 0.95) 12 months later (paired t test: p = 0.002). In addition, the mean daily insulin requirement of the patients dropped by 23.7%, from 58.2 IU (SD 15.3) to 44.4 IU (SD 11) (paired t test: p < 0.001); the mean body mass index did not vary significantly in the period (from 20.7 (SD 2.5) to 21.2 (SD 2.4)). During the period studied no episodes of hypoglycaemia occurred; one episode of ketoacidosis was caused by displacement of the cannula. No episode of local infection occurred. Three patients discontinued the CSII after the first year and one after the second year of treatment.

Our experience shows that use of an insulin pump improves the metabolic control of T1DM in children and adolescents, and reduces the daily insulin requirement.
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Read the label carefully
The figure shows the packaging of a “rice slice”, which a mother gave to her 23 month child, believing it to be free of any milk. The patient had an anaphylactic reaction shortly after ingesting a very small amount. On close inspection of the ingredients, casein is listed but not qualified as a milk protein.

The child initially presented at 8 weeks of age with a cutaneous reaction to cows’ milk formula on her second exposure, having previously been breast fed. She had raised specific IgE level to milk and a positive skin prick test (3 mm wheal with 6 mm erythema). Thereafter she was managed with extensively hydrolysed formula and the patient confidentiality, casein is listed after ingesting a very small amount. On close inspection of the ingredients, casein is listed but not qualified as a milk protein.

The child initially presented at 8 weeks of age with a cutaneous reaction to cows’ milk formula on her second exposure, having previously been breast fed. She had raised specific IgE level to milk and a positive skin prick test (3 mm wheal with 6 mm erythema). Thereafter she was managed with extensively hydrolysed formula and the patient confidentiality, casein is listed but not qualified as a milk protein. The child initially presented at 8 weeks of age with a cutaneous reaction to cows’ milk formula on her second exposure, having previously been breast fed. She had raised specific IgE level to milk and a positive skin prick test (3 mm wheal with 6 mm erythema). Thereafter she was managed with extensively hydrolysed formula and the patient confidentiality, casein is listed but not qualified as a milk protein.

This case illustrates the difficulty of managing allergy in real life. It is easy to see how a product described as a “delicious alternative to cheese” could be wrongly thought to be milk free unless the ingredients are closely scrutinised. Thirty per cent of children diagnosed as allergic have been shown to have a further exposure in the year after diagnosis. A further difficult issue in clinical practice is when to prescribe adrenaline, especially for the youngest patients in whom there is no proprietary device in the correct dose for size.
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Board senseless
The ward patient name board is a familiar sight, placed prominently on most hospital wards. Concerns regarding guidance on patient confidentiality,” stemming from the Caldicott report,” led our trust to remove the boards from the general areas of the paediatric wards. They were placed in a less public area—generally the treatment room. It led to delays in staff being able to identify a child’s location and their nurse’s identity, and general dissatisfaction among the clinical teams.

The parents of 20 patients (age range 11 months to 13 years) on our regional paediatric oncology ward completed a questionnaire. Parents who had only recently received the diagnosis were excluded. Parents responded to five statements, with “strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree, or neither”.

(1) I object to having my child’s name and location on the board where everyone else can see it—17 disagreed (11 strongly), with 1 parent agreeing.
(2) I think that having the centrally placed name board helps the people looking after my child to quickly find out where my child is and who is looking after them—19 agreed (13 strongly), with 1 disagreeing.
(3) I think having my child’s name on the board represents a risk to their safety—18 disagreed (11 strongly), with no parents agreeing.
(4) I like to be able to look at the board to see which other patients whom we know are on the ward—18 agreed (13 strongly), with no disagreement.
(5) I would be happy for the name board to be reintroduced—19 agreed (15 strongly) with no disagreement.

Armed with these results, and mindful of various comments made by parents, the boards are back to their original place. On admission, the parents are asked whether they object to their child’s full name being placed on it. This appears to work well, with satisfaction among clinicians, parents, and managers—an unusual state of affairs!

Dr I Rodd
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CORRECTION
The authors of the paper entitled Epidemiology of paediatric renal stone disease in the UK (Coward et al, Arch Dis Child 2003;88:962–965) would like to acknowledge the source of their data in Table 1. This table was adapted from data published in the paper by So et al (Pediatr Nephrol 2001;16:133–139).
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